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Lunch

• PhD council lunch in expo room - please let PhDs ahead

• dear PhDs, please don’t eat all the “good” stuff

• don’t forget the vragenmuur

• whiteboards in lobby: please use. n.b. two kinds of markers
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Non-programme-specific Sessions

• Already had one : the two lightning talks

• Just after lunch : parallel discussion sessions

• Late afternoon : “The Elephant in the Room”
(organized by PhDs)

• Tomorrow morning : lightning reports from Monday parallel
sessions

• Tomorrow afternoon : plenary “vragenmuur” session
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Just After Lunch

Parallel Sessions

• Let’s combat gender bias together

• Testing the Standard Model with low, medium, and high
energy physics

• Sustainability in Subatomic Physics

• Links between Gravitational Waves and Particle Physics

Time Expo Room Grote Zaal Workspace
13:40 – 14:25 gender low to high sustainability
14:25 – 15:10 gender open GW and PP
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For your consideration

• Law of two feet : if you feel you’re not learning and not
contributing, use your feet, move to another session

• working in the lobby (or organising your own smaller session) is
also an option

• “open” slot can be used to repeat a popular session, or
spontaneously organise a different one during lunch

• watch the time : keep sessions in synch

• max participation in gender session 40 persons

• above all: discuss!
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Gender Session

Abstract: Gender bias is happening everywhere, sometimes
deliberate and sometimes unconscious. This negatively impacts the
career progress and work experiences of women, and blocks the way
to a more diverse workforce. This workshop takes place in a relaxed
knowledge-café style, allows a conversation about settings in which
bias typically occurs, and provides (research-backed) tools to
address the issue while it is happening.
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